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1. Xyna.energy – Overview 

Xyna.energy is a self-organized neuro-symbolic Xyna.ai system for op8mized prosumer management 
through localized weather-dependent power genera8on, power demand, and vola8lity forecasts for 
price-op8mized procurement and direct marke8ng feed-in using AI-based storage management. 

The idea for Xyna.energy is based on the concepts of our patents for the Quantum Grid “A grid like the 
Internet”. They describe how both the future electricity provided by renewable genera8on and the 
future vola8le electricity demand are represented in the form of ensemble energy packages 
determined by AI-based forecasts, taking into account the vola8lity. The patents also include the 
procedure for self-organized AI-based matching genera8on and demand as well as storage 
management using a sequence of forecasts. AI-based resource rou8ng of energy packets, as described 
in our latest patent, has influenced the AI-based power flow management.  

Inspired by our latest patent, Xyna.energy consists of several interac8ng neuro-symbolic subsystems. 
These relate to self-organized processes and are autonomously controlled by a sequence of predic8ons, 
as shown in the figure below: 

 

§ The data inputs are: site ensemble forecast (FC), site meteorological forecasts (weather), site power 
load, site power genera8on, site energy storage states (baMeries & thermal), load states of 
company EVs. 

§ These flow into a data lake / data warehouse and then become the site-related FC subsystems: 

u  Site load forecast  
v  Site genera8on forecast  
w  Site baMery state forecast 
x  Site thermal storage state forecast  
y  Site EV state forecast 

§ Later in the process, the following subsystems are ac8ve: 
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z  Superposi8on, combines the outputs of the models above  
{  Supply gap (shorTall or surplus) forecas8ng, calculates if the power supply is sufficient  
|  Decision support, incorporates electric price forecast 
}  Forecast sequencing:  

o If there is s8ll an uncovered gap, the forecast is carried out and fed as an input into the 
process again. 

o If there is no more gap, the process is completed for the period under considera8on. 
Periods that lie further in the future are triggered aXerwards or in parallel. 

~  Combines mul8ple aspects 

o Least cost rou8ng 
o Hedging 
o Power flow management 

  Combines several monitoring components 

o Thermal control management: to recognize, for example, whether the capacity for 
thermal control needs to be changed. This means increasing or reducing the size of fans 
or replacing them with thermoelectric devices or heat pumps for air cooling and/or 
hea8ng or swap air cooling to liquid cooling. 

o Decision support 

The subsystems create task-related forecasts, carry out op8miza8ons, and provide the basis for 
decisions and control corresponding processes. These are described in the following text. 

The symbolic part of Xyna.ai is used on the one hand to process tasks that can be solved more precisely 
using symbolic AI, but also as "guard rails" to avoid gross errors of the neural AI and then, for example, 
to trigger a human-in-the-loop process. Especially since transformers, in addi8on to GNN, GAT, CNN or 
other DLN types, can also be used for the various subtasks of the subsystems. 

2. Objec7ves 

The following goals should be pursued: 

a. Cost op'miza'on: in addi8on to green PPAs long-term and short-term (day-ahead and intraday) 
purchasing/selling, trades at the EEX in Leipzig, the EPEX in Paris (for Europe) and Nodal Exchange 
and other local marketplaces (in the US) can be op8mized through beMer AI-based demand and 
genera8on predic8on through beMer background data, e.g. AI-based ensemble weather forecasts. 

b. Revenue op'miza'on: of revenues from own produc8on and storage capaci8es to sell them, for 
example, as Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR / primary reserve), automa8c Frequency 
Restora8on Reserve (aFRR) and manual Frequency Restora8on Reserve (mFRR) on the open 
market. 

c. Minimiza8on of costs for balancing energy. 

d. Selling of self-produced electricity as FCR, aFRR, and mFRR control power. 
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3. Mo7va7on 

Due to the vola8le load and green self-genera8on, the external electricity demand cannot be fully 
covered cost-effec8vely with Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs). For this reason, only the long-term 
basic supply as well as the base and peak load, i.e. the safely projected propor8on of the demand, that 
is required in each case, is covered by PPAs. 

 

The gap between the PPA and the actual demand is filled by short-term, flexible transac8ons, taking 
advantage of aMrac8ve prices on the exchanges. Energy storage systems, such as baMeries, are playing 
an increasingly important role in flexibility management. Load, green self-genera8on, and storage 
capacity forecasts are used to determine the gap. Price forecasts on the exchanges and trading 
plaTorms are also useful.  

Not only is green self-genera8on dependent on the weather, but electricity demand is also influenced 
by the weather. As a result of climate change, we will experience increasingly large temperature 
differences. Summers will become hoMer and, in the US for example, winters will become colder due 
to the shiX in the jet stream and these phases will last longer.   

Higher or lower temperatures immediately lead to a higher demand for electricity for cooling or 
hea8ng, which is increasingly being provided electrically by heat pumps. The electrifica8on of company 
vehicles is also influenced by the weather. At higher temperatures, more electricity is needed to keep 
the vehicles and their baMeries at the right temperature. The situa8on is similar when it is colder than 
normal in winter. In general, weather-related power consump8on depends on the loca8on of the 
facility, such as outdoor network equipment, edge compu8ng, data centers and offices, as well as the 
current loca8ons of the electric vehicles. 
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It is not only the daily varia8on in air temperature that plays a role here, but also direct sunlight and 
shading. This is because the power consump8on for temperature control increases with the difference 
between the outside temperature and the set temperature. In addi8on, the temperature input due to 
the daily course of direct sunlight must also be considered. The weather forecast is therefore an 
important input for the above-men8oned forecasts and especially the electricity consump8on for 
temperature control. In the following, whenever we refer to load forecasts, we mean the forecasts for 
the electricity requirements of temperature control. 

However, the available weather forecasts only have a spa8al resolu8on in the size of their forecast 8les. 
This spa8al resolu8on alone can lead to devia8ons, e.g. between the predicted temperature of the 8le 
and the actual temperature. In addi8on, the longer-term the weather forecasts are, the less reliable 
they are. Ensemble forecasts are used to overcome this variance. 
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4. Local weather-dependent load and genera7on forecasts 

Let us formalize that a liMle. In the following, we describe the func8on of the neuro-symbolic AI 
component (u) for the site load forecas8ng. We consider a site with the coordinates  𝑥!"# consis8ng of 
the usual planar coordinates and a reference al8tude. A weather model determines forecast values 
𝑤$(𝑦!"# , 𝑡%, 𝑇) at a forecast 8me 𝑡% for a forecast period. Where 𝑦!"# are the ver8ces of the 3-
dimensional model grid. These ver8ces form cubes by their edges.  

From the ensemble weather forecasts the nominal value 𝑤&'($ )𝑦!"# , 𝑡%, 𝑇* and the varia8ons 
𝑤)$)𝑦!"# , 𝑡%, 𝑇*	𝑎𝑛𝑑	𝑤*$)𝑦!"# , 𝑡%, 𝑇*		can be derived. Where	𝑦!"# are the ver8ces of the cube containing 
𝑥!"#. The inputs of the neuro-symbolic AI system (u) are 𝑤&'($ )𝑦!"# , 𝑡%, 𝑇*, 𝑤)$)𝑦!"# , 𝑡%, 𝑇*, and 
𝑤*$)𝑦!"# , 𝑡%, 𝑇* as well as the measured values at site 𝑥!"#, such as outdoor temperature and power 
consump8on of the temperature control system at 8me 𝑡%. For the sake of simplicity, we will denote 
𝑥!"# with 𝑥. 

In each case at t0, the nominal load curve pnom(x, t) for the temperature control system and the 
devia8ons p+(x ,t) and p-(x, t) from pnom(x, t) (where |p+(x , t)|=|p-(x, t)| is not required) for T are forecast 
as output. In other words, the AI is designed in such a way that a "quan8zed" ensemble load energy 
package 	𝐿1(𝑥, 𝑇) ≅ {𝐿&'((𝑥, 𝑇), 𝐿)(𝑥, 𝑇), 𝐿*(𝑥, 𝑇)} composed of elementary energy packages with a 
nominal package Lnom(x, T) and the associated compensa8on or balancing packages L+(x, T) and L-(x, T) 
is determined for the period T. For more details see chapter 7. 

L+(x, T) and L-(x, T) are the vola8lity forecast. In the event that Lnom(x, T) is provided by supply contracts, 
own genera8on or from baMeries, L+(x, T) describes the possible shorTall and L-(x, T) the possible 
surplus. 

Similarly, a "quan8zed" ensemble energy genera8on package 𝐺1(𝑥, 𝑇) ≅ {𝐺&'((𝑥, 𝑇), 
G)(𝑥, 𝑇), G*(𝑥, 𝑇)}	composed of Gnom(x, T), G+(x, T), and G-(x, T) is determined for each regenera8ve 
generator system at site 𝑥 form the site genera8on forecast system (v). The load and genera8on 
ensemble packages are superposi8oned in (z) to determine the total demand. The calcula8on rules 
of our patent (appendix A, 1) apply. The quan8zed PPA packets (appendix A, 2) are subtracted from the 
resul8ng ensemble packet to determine in ({) the quan8zed ensemble gap packet. 

The corresponding ensemble packets are determined in a converging sequence of forecast 8me points, 
with ever shorter intervals to the execu8on 8me, at least 5 minutes before execu8on as the last 
forecast. This happens in (}) 
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Expansion level 1: more sophis8cated status forecasts 

As a poten8al extension, the AI system will be expanded to include a component (w) for more precise 
local weather-dependent baMery storage status forecasts, as well as forecasts (x) of thermal storage 
poten8al resul8ng from the permissible temperature elas8city of the loca8on.  

This forecasts the capacity that the baMery can deliver or absorb in terms of energy or power at the 
8me of the forecast in the forecast period under considera8on. 

The following points are realized in the expansion stages: 

1. Electric company vehicles: in the following step, a corresponding component (y) of the AI system 
is designed and the AIs are trained for each type of company vehicle used on the basis of 
corresponding 8me series, which, analogous to the previous points, forecasts on the basis of the 
weather-dependent ba9ery status, as well as the weather-dependent discharge losses of the 
baMery and the forecast of the losses when charging the baMery.  

2. Weather-dependent consump'on forecasts depending on the route for planned business trips by 
service personnel. 

3. Deriva8on of a charging plan (8me and loca8on) depending on the consump'on forecasts and the 
baMery status forecasts, such as the available capacity and the ac8ons on the exchanges. 

4. AI-supported purchase and sale forecasts based on the cumula8ve local load and genera8on 
forecasts, the forecast of the cumula8ve capacity available in storage facili8es and the price 
forecasts on the exchanges to buy or sell the difference that is under- or over-covered by the PPA. 

To be able to select favorable 8mes for ac8ons on the exchange such as buying/selling or wai8ng for 
rising/falling prices, forecasts of the price development are created by the decision support component 
of the AI system to support decision-making. For the day-ahead and intraday forecasts, ensemble 
weather forecasts are carried out for the loca8ons of the most important cer8fied green electricity 
suppliers. 
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5. Expansion level 1: Energy market buy/sell recommenda7ons 

Based on these stock market price forecasts and the ensemble gap packages, the Decision support 
component (}) can make recommenda8ons for ac8on. Which is the input for the neuro-symbolic-AI 
component (~) for purchase, hedging and power flow control. 

Another task of (|) and (~) is to support the marke8ng of the provision of control power capacity for 
Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR), also known as Primary Control Reserve (PCR), automa8c 
Frequency Restora8on Reserve (aFRR), and manual Frequency Restora8on Reserve (mFRR). This can be 
made available by forecas8ng capaci8es of storage and V2G (Vehicle to Grid) capaci8es which are not 
allocated. In addi8on, the poten8al for load shedding is also determined and can be made available as 
part of demand-side management. Par8cularly interes8ng for the US. With the expansion of the 
previous methodology, the corresponding capaci8es can then be determined. 

6. Expansion level 2: Telco Virtual Smart Grid 

In the final development stage, a virtual smart grid spanning a Telco’s sites can be realized based on 
one of our patents (see appendix A, 3). This enables the control and regula8on of the power flow for 
the feed-in from the company's own green genera8on and storage and the coherent withdrawal from 
the company's own sources and from the grid for the PPAs. In addi8on, our patent for power 
distribu8on (see appendix A, 2) offers the possibility of forming a swarm storage system from the 
distributed storage system, which behaves like a storage system. Since the US do not have an electricity 
transmission system that spans the en8re country, such a virtual smart grid spanning also US loca8ons 
can also be realized for the US through corresponding contractually guaranteed transmission capaci8es 
between the individual US grids. 

§ Xyna.energy is to be realized with the xyna.ai technology that is currently being developed. In doing 
so, Xyna.energy is to become a hierarchical system consis8ng of neuro-symbolic AI subsystems for 
the respec8ve task. Emphasis is placed on the design as an AI with minimized power consump8on. 
Thus, one embodiment can be that the tasks of expansion stage 1 are realized locally at the site 
using small computers such as the Raspberry pi 5 and a federated & coherent connec8on, 
according to our patent (see appendix A, 4), to cost-effec8ve cloud compu8ng capaci8es u8lizing 
spare resources.  
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§ Necessary process automa8on, e.g. for interac8on with third-party systems, is implemented with 
xyna.com/Xyna Factory. Xyna Factory is an automa8on plaTorm for technical workflows. 
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7. Background: the “Quantum Grid” approach 

The R&D work on Xyna.energy is backed-up by our own patents (see appendix A, references 1, 2 and 
3). In these wri8ngs, the basic idea of designing and building a power grid analogous to the Internet is 
outlined and developed. 

The essen8al aspects briefly summarized: 

§ "Quan'za'on" of the energy transmiMed by the current in a 8me period T by mapping this 
energy by means of the superposi8on of elementary energy packets dE with n*dt=T. The 
following applies: dE=dp*dt, where dp is an elementary power that is constant over dt. 

 
§ This quan8za8on simplifies the effort for xyna.ai, as only integers must be processed.  In addi8on, 

packages that can be represented as integer mul8ples of an elementary package are traded on the 
exchanges. 

§ For the respec8ve forecast and forecas8ng 8me, forecas8ng period T determina8on of 
regenera8ve energy packages (see appendix A, 1) by means of AI using ensemble weather forecasts 
and measurement data from the genera8on plants, according to appendix A (1), an equivalence 
class [pnom(x, t), R(t), T] where R(t) is a func8on of p+(x ,t) and p-(x, t)) is determined.  

§ To apply our corresponding patents (see appendix A) to this context, the ensemble package is 
defined here aXerwards: 

§ An ensemble energy package 𝐸1(𝑥, 𝑇)	can then be derived from this equivalence class with 
	𝐸1(𝑥, 𝑇) ≅ {𝐸&'((𝑥, 𝑇), 	𝐸)(𝑥, 𝑇), 𝐸*(𝑥, 𝑇)} with 𝑥 being the loca8on of the genera8on or load 
side. With a nominal energy package Enom and the balancing energy packages E+ and E-. 

§ We dis8nguish between the ensemble energy packets for genera8on, which we denote by 𝐺1(x, T), 
and the ensemble energy packets for load, which we denote by 	𝐿8  (x, T). Accordingly, 𝐺1(x, T) is 
assigned the tuple {Gnom(x, T), G+(x, T), G-(x, T)} and 𝐿1(x, T) the tuple {Lnom(x, T), L+(x, T), L-(x, T)}. 

§ Load forecasts for the individual EVs based on local measured load values, weather-dependent load 
profiles, user-dependent load profiles such as known business trips with EVs. 

§ AI-based storage management for the provision of E+ or the absorp8on of E-, as well as the 
provision of FCR, aFRR, and mFRR control power. 

The development of Xyna.energy is to be developed in several expansion stages, each with an 
expanded range of func8ons. 
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Appendix A: Patent references 

The following patents form the theore8cal background. 

(1) EP 4 012 871 B1 
METHOD FOR THE DIRECTED TRANSMISSION OF ENERGY IN THE FORM OF ENERGY PACKETS 
Dr. Bernd Reifenhäuser, 08.12.2020  

(2) US 10361564 B2 
ELECTRONICAL POWER DISTRIBUTION AND METHOD FOR DISTRIBUTING ELECTRICAL POWER 
Dr. Bernd Reifenhäuser, Dr. Alexander Ebbes, 24.11.2016  

(3) EP 2 430 723 B1 (Europe) 
US 9337655 B2 (USA) 
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR THE DIRECTIONAL TRANSMISSION OF ELECTRICITY IN AN 
ELECTRICITY GRID 
Dr. Bernd Reifenhäuser, Dr. Alexander Ebbes, 05.05.2010  

(4) EP 2 250 588 B1 (Europe) 
US 8.296.368 B2 (USA) 
METHOD AND PROGRAM FOR PROVIDING DATA COHERENCE IN NETWORKS 
Dr. Bernd Reifenhäuser, Dr. Alexander Ebbes, 27.02.2009  

 

The idea of the Quantum Grid has already been published in many ar8cles, publica8ons, and 
presenta8ons at conferences. 

For further informa8on see the GIP AG website: hMps://www.gip.com/future-energy 

See in par8cular the Quantum Grid white paper at:  

hMps://www.gip.com/media/gip_whitepaper_qgb_en_180220.pdf 

 

  

https://www.gip.com/media/gip_whitepaper_qgb_en_180220.pdf
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Appendix B: Company structure & people  

§ GIP AG Research Ins8tute: the nucleus for innova8on, intellectual property, 
patents and incubator for research and development with a strong focus on AI. 

The porTolio for innova8ve approaches goes from Future Energy to Future 
Networks & Smart Infrastructure to Future Biology, e.g. the applica8on of 
GenAI on synthe8c / genera8ve Biology.  

From a financial point of view, GIP AG is a holding company for the GIP Group companies. 

§ GIP Exyr GmbH: system integra8on, consultancy, and soXware 
development (> 50 employees) with a focus on network-centric 
process and service automa8on. Specializing in sensi8ve systems in cri8cal infrastructures. 

§ Xyna GmbH: our 2023 startup for intelligent AI-based solu8ons with a focus 
on automa8ng and integra8ng AI into exis8ng distributed system and 
complex process landscapes. Currently concentrated on GenAI for process automa8on / code 
genera8on and neuro-symbolic approaches based on open models for reliable, transparent, and 
independent solu8ons in the context of cri8cal infrastructures. 

All specific development work is carried out by GIP Exyr GmbH and Xyna GmbH.  

Behind all ideas and developments is our great team of people with a wide scope of professions and 
academic backgrounds. 

 

Xyna.energy was essen8ally driven by: 

§ Dr. Bernd Reifenhäuser 
Physicists, entrepreneur, inventor, and “hacker of the power grid” 
 

hMps://www.linkedin.com/in/dr-bernd-reifenhäuser-107281214/ 
 

His passion for mee8ng the challenges of our increasingly complex and interconnected world with 
innova8ve ideas mo8vates us every day and drives the development of exci8ng approaches. 
 

§ Dr. Alexander Ebbes  
Physicist, inventor, technical mastermind, and leader of the operaFonal teams 
 

hMps://www.linkedin.com/in/alexanderebbes/ 
 

His enthusiasm for ar8ficial intelligence in its various waves has accompanied him since the 
beginning of his career. With Xyna.AI, founded in 2023, he implements intelligent and innova8ve 
approaches to the applica8on of AI in demanding tasks. 

  

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexanderebbes/
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Appendix C: References / GIP Exyr GmbH  

We have a long-standing business partnership with Deutsche Telekom, Vodafone, and other 8er-1 
carriers, which over 8me has resulted in a series of OSS/IT systems for network configura8on based on 
our automa8on plaTorm Xyna Factory. 

Among other projects, we are ac8ve in the following areas (more detailed details available upon 
request, NDAs apply): 

§ Highly automated enterprise access services (L2/L3) including DHCP and zero-touch ac8va8on. 

§ 360° SD-WAN plaTorm for large chain store VPNs including order management and roll-out tools. 

§ Provisioning with resource management + network abstrac8on + ac8va8on for individual market 
(including wholesale, Ethernet, IP-VPN), company networks (including mobile backhaul), and 
carrier solu8ons (including IPX, IP-Transit, cloud-based DDoS-Defense). 

 

www.xyna.com 


